Applied Force Reveals Mechanistic and Energetic Details of Transcription Termination
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SUMMARY

Transcription termination by bacterial RNA polymerase (RNAP) occurs at sequences coding for a GC-rich RNA hairpin followed by a U-rich tract. We used single-molecule techniques to investigate the mechanism by which three representative terminators (his, t500, and tR2) destabilize the elongation complex (EC). For his and tR2 terminators, loads exerted to bias translocation did not affect termination efficiency (TE). However, the force-dependent kinetics of release and the force-dependent TE of a mutant imply a forward translocation mechanism for the t500 terminator. Tension on isolated U-tracts induced transcript release in a manner consistent with RNA:DNA hybrid shearing. We deduce that different mechanisms, involving hypertranslocation or shearing, operate at terminators with different U-tracts. Tension applied to RNA at terminators suggests that closure of the final 2–3 hairpin bases destabilizes the hybrid and that competing RNA structures modulate TE. We propose a quantitative, energetic model that predicts the behavior for these terminators and mutant variants.

INTRODUCTION

In carrying out transcription, RNA polymerase must satisfy opposing constraints. On one hand, the enzyme must form a highly stable EC that can move processively along DNA over distances of kilobases and more. On the other hand, the EC must become labile enough to dissociate with high efficiency upon receipt of a signal to terminate. In prokaryotes, about 50% of transcripts are terminated by specific DNA sequences—intrinsic terminators—that encode for RNA consisting of a GC-rich hairpin followed by a 7–9-nt U-rich tract (Lesnik et al., 2001; Nudler and Gottesman, 2002). Terminators may be situated at the ends of coding regions, to halt transcription and prevent read-through into adjacent genes, or they may lie in regulatory regions upstream of a gene, where the efficiency of termination, which affects the transcription of downstream sequences, is linked to metabolic signals (Merino and Yanofsky, 2005; Platt, 1981; Yanofsky, 1981). Although the regulation of termination is vital to cellular function and development, fundamental questions remain regarding the molecular mechanism by which terminator elements, specifically the RNA hairpin and U-rich tract, cause RNAP to dissociate from the DNA template and release the nascent transcript.

Three models have been proposed to explain the role of the hairpin in the termination process. The forward translocation model proposes that the formation of the hairpin drives RNAP forward along the DNA template without concomitant transcript elongation, placing the polymerase in a ‘hypertranslocated’ state, shortening the RNA:DNA hybrid by up to several base pairs, and thereby destabilizing the EC (Santangelo and Roberts, 2004; Yarnell and Roberts, 1999). The RNA pullout or shearing model proposes that the hairpin extracts the nascent RNA by shearing the RNA:DNA hybrid without a need for forward translocation (Macdonald et al., 1993; Toulkonov and Landick, 2003). The allosteric model proposes that the terminator hairpin induces a structural alteration in the RNAP active-site cleft that facilitates melting of the RNA:DNA hybrid again without requiring RNAP translocation (Gusarov and Nudler, 1999; Komissarova et al., 2002; Platt, 1981; Toulkonov et al., 2001).

The role played by the U-rich sequence adjacent to the hairpin has also been of interest. Both bulk and single-molecule transcription assays suggest that a U-rich RNA:DNA hybrid may induce a transcriptional pause immediately downstream of the hairpin-encoding sequence (Gusarov and Nudler, 1999; Shundrovsky et al., 2004; Yarnell and Roberts, 1999), causing the U-tract to function as a kinetic trap that prevents RNAP from moving beyond the termination site before the hairpin forms and destabilizes the EC. A further function for the U-tract was suggested by data from thermal denaturation studies of rU:dA duplexes in solution, which indicate that a U-rich RNA:DNA hybrid is significantly less stable than structurally similar rA:dT duplexes.
This property may facilitate transcript release by lowering the stability of the RNA:DNA hybrid inside RNAP, in effect acting as a ‘slippery’ sequence. However, structural investigations and a recent single-molecule study suggest that the RNA:DNA hybrid is stabilized by extensive protein contacts within the RNAP active-site cleft (Dalal et al., 2006; Gnatt et al., 2001; Korzheva et al., 2000, 1998; Vassylyev et al., 2007a, 2007b). The energy conferred by interactions between the hybrid and the protein may therefore offset any destabilizing effects of a weak rU:dA hybrid. Only a direct determination of hybrid stability in the context of RNAP can unambiguously determine the contribution of a U-rich tract toward destabilization of the EC.

To investigate the mechanism by which the hairpin and U-rich sequence combine to produce termination, as well as to differentiate among candidate models, we employed a high-resolution optical trapping assay that allows force to be exerted either on the DNA template or on the RNA transcript relative to RNAP (Abbondanzieri et al., 2005; Dalal et al., 2006; Neuman et al., 2003), and studied three representative terminator sequences that display a range of TEs and U-tract interruptions (his, t500, and tR2; Figure 1A). To test the forward translocation model, we exerted assisting and hindering loads along the DNA. The application of external load selectively perturbs the free energy landscape for reaction steps that involve a component of enzyme motion along the DNA (Neuman et al., 2003). We observed no systematic variation in termination efficiency for two of the three terminators across the full range of loads, implying that no significant displacement of DNA with respect to the enzyme (≥0.5 bp or greater) is involved in transcript release. Hypertranslocation may therefore not represent a general feature of termination, as previously conjectured (Santangelo and Roberts, 2004). However, for the specific case of the t500 terminator, which exhibits high efficiency, load was found to modulate the kinetics of a pretermination delay, rather than the termination efficiency. No corresponding effect was observed for the other terminators studied, which lack such a delay. Furthermore, t500 terminators carrying a mutation in the hairpin stem that lowers the TE showed clear load dependence, consistent with forward translocation in this terminator (only). To probe the stability of the RNA:DNA hybrid within the enzyme, we applied forces between the 5′ end of RNA and RNAP during the transcription of U-rich tracts derived from each of the three terminators. Our results imply that the application of sufficiently high loads directly to the RNA can recapitulate the action of the terminator hairpin in extracting the RNA, leading to transcript release. Taken together, our results suggest that termination occurs through alternative mechanisms of shearing or forward translocation, depending on the composition of the U-rich tract.

By applying force to the 5′ end of the RNA as RNAP transcribed complete terminator sequences, we mapped TE as a function of load, which was found to be biphasic. At high loads, beyond those sufficient to unfold the terminator hairpin, TE increased with load in manner consistent with hybrid shearing. However, for moderate loads, sufficient only to perturb the closure of the base of the hairpin stem, TE also increased, in this case, as force was reduced. Surprisingly, TE for moderate loads could surpass the unloaded efficiency. This result can be explained by the role of force in suppressing the formation of secondary structure that otherwise competes with terminator hairpin formation. The behavior of TE over the full range of loads for all three terminators could be understood by a quantitative model involving an energetic competition between termination and elongation, with the barrier to termination being modulated both by the formation of the terminal bases of the hairpin stem and the energetic stability of the RNA:DNA hybrid. The model also successfully accounts for the TE measured in three additional terminators bearing specific mutations designed to test its central predictions.
RESULTS

Termination Efficiency Is Not Generally Sensitive to Force on DNA

We measured termination efficiency as a function of force along the DNA for three well-studied intrinsic terminators (Figure 1A): the his terminator (a variant of the sequence in the his operon leader region of S. typhimurium with a G-insertion in the hairpin loop) (Yin et al., 1999), the t500 terminator (a mutant construct derived from the late gene terminator sequence of bacteriophage 82) (Yarnell and Roberts, 1999), and the tR2 terminator (a terminator sequence from the bacteriophage λ rightward operon). All three terminators encode the canonical GC-rich stem-loop hairpin element followed by an 7–9 nt U-rich tract. However, each terminator is characterized by a different intrinsic efficiency, has a different stem or loop length, and varies in the number and placement of interruptions in the U-rich tract.

Transcription was assayed using the dumbbell geometry, where one end of a template DNA is attached via a digoxigenin-antibody linkage to a polystyrene bead held in one optical trap, and the elongating RNAP molecule is attached through a biotin-avidin linkage to another bead held in a second trap (Figure 1B) (Shaevitz et al., 2003). In this geometry, applied force affects translocation of RNAP along DNA, but not folding of nascent RNA. Relative motions of the two beads, recorded by position-sensitive photodetectors, permit direct measurement of transcriptional progress under controlled loads. Single-molecule DNA-pulling records for templates carrying the his terminator display elongation followed by sequence-specific template release (rupture of the dumbbell tether), corresponding to the termination event, during which DNA dissociates from the RNAP (Figure 1C). The properties of the elongation phase correspond closely to previous single-molecule studies of RNAP, with records showing periods of active movement, during which RNAP transcribes at a rate of ~10–20 bp/s, interrupted by frequent transcriptional pausing (Adelman et al., 2002; Dalal et al., 2006; Davenport et al., 2000; Herbert et al., 2006; Neuman et al., 2003). Termination is expected to occur at a DNA tether contour length of ~1400 nm in our construct, with small deviations in the observed position arising from 5%–10% variations in the bead diameter (Dalal et al., 2006). Therefore, all records showing tether rupture within a region corresponding to ±40 nm of the expected position were scored as termination events (\(N_T\)); those that elongated beyond this region were scored as readthrough events (\(N_{RT}\)). The TE was operationally defined as the ratio of ECs that dissociated to the total number that reached the terminator position: TE = \(N_T/(N_T + N_{RT})\). A minor population of rupture events was observed at low frequency prior to the terminator region, which we attributed to occasional breakage of the digoxigenin-antibody linkage (Dalal et al., 2006); this population was discarded from subsequent analysis.

The TE at the his terminator was unchanged by both assisting and hindering loads applied to the DNA template, and the interpolated value at \(F = 0\) matched the efficiency measured independently in a bulk biochemical assay (77%) (Figure 2A). Furthermore, the TE for a deletion of the his terminator, missing half the hairpin stem sequence and therefore encoding only the 9-nt U-tract, was also independent of load, and corresponded closely to the low release level found in bulk solution (~6%). This result indicates that forces applied to the DNA cannot induce termination at a perfect U-tract sequence (Figure 2A). The TE was also measured as a function of force along DNA for both tR2 and t500.
terminators, which have interrupted U-tracts (Figure 1A). Here again, the TE was independent of load placed on the DNA, and measured values matched those found in bulk solution (30% and 98%, respectively) (Figures 2A and 2B).

**Kinetics of t500 and TE for a t500 Mutant Are Force-Dependent**

Although the fraction of terminating RNAP molecules remained nearly invariant under load for all terminators, the kinetics of EC dissociation at the t500 terminator exhibited significant force dependence (Figure 2C). At large hindering loads (10 pN), we observed a delay at the site of the terminator, with an average lifetime of ~4 s prior to dissociation. This delay, which we call a “terminal dwell,” persisted at lower hindering loads (~2 s at 4 pN), but became insignificant for assisting loads (Figure 2C, inset). Such a dwell does not constitute a transcriptional pause, by definition, because it was not followed by continued elongation. Although a terminal dwell has previously been reported for the his terminator under unloaded conditions (Yin et al., 1999), no effect of load on the kinetics was found for either the his or tr2 terminators (data not shown), and no corresponding terminal dwell was apparent.

The effect of force on the lifetime of the terminal dwell ($\tau_{\text{term}}$) was fit by a single-barrier, Boltzmann-type expression:

$$\tau_{\text{term}}(F) = \tau_0 \exp(-F \times \delta_{\text{release}}/k_B T) + c \quad (1)$$

where $F$ is the applied force, $\delta_{\text{release}}$ corresponds to the characteristic distance moved along DNA prior to release, $\tau_0$ is the lifetime of the terminal dwell at $F = 0$, and $c$ is a constant average lifetime for any force-independent steps that occur prior to release. The fit yielded $c = 0$, $\tau_0 = 1.1 \pm 0.2$ s, and $\delta_{\text{release}} = 0.52 \pm 0.10$ nm, a distance consistent with RNAP forward translocation by ~1.5 bp to reach the transition state on the path to transcript release (assuming 0.34 nm/bp for dsDNA). To account for the load-independence of TE, this translocation event would have to occur after an essentially irreversible commitment step toward termination.

The effect of load on the kinetics of the t500 terminator led us to measure the force dependence of termination efficiency in a mutant t500 terminator with a weaker A:U pair positioned at the base of the hairpin stem, replacing G:C (Figure 2B). Because the efficiency of the unmodified t500 terminator is already near 100%, an effect of assisting load in raising the TE may not be otherwise apparent, even if hypertranslocated occurred. The t500 mutant, however, has a reduced TE of ~70% at $F = 0$, and therefore supplies a more sensitive probe. It exhibited force dependence that was fit by a two-state Boltzmann relation (Figure 2B):

$$TE = \left(1 + \exp(\Delta E_{\text{total}}/k_B T) \right)^{-1} \quad (2)$$

$$\Delta E_{\text{total}} = -E_{\text{commit}} - F \times \delta_{\text{commit}}(F) \quad (3)$$

where $E_{\text{commit}}$ is the energy difference between the barrier to elongation and the barrier to termination at $F = 0$ and $\delta_{\text{commit}}$ corresponds to the characteristic distance moved along DNA in reaching the transition to commitment to termination. The fit yielded $E_{\text{commit}} = 0.49 \pm 0.13$ nm (~1.4 bp), a distance roughly consistent with the 2–4 bp hypertranslocated displacement at the t500 terminator inferred by a previous termination study, which positioned a series of roadblocks to inhibit such movements (Santangelo and Roberts, 2004). Just as for the unmodified t500 terminator, a terminal dwell was observed for the t500 mutant when a large hindering load was exerted along the DNA (data not shown).

**Loads on the RNA Lead to Specific Transcript Release at U-Tracts**

We next assessed the destabilizing effects of isolated U-rich tracts, derived from the three terminators, in the context of actively transcribing RNAP molecules. In each case, the template region coding for the upstream half of each terminator hairpin sequence was deleted to preclude stem formation, leaving an unpaired sequence in the nascent RNA followed by a downstream U-rich element. In this experimental arrangement, force was exerted between RNAP and the 5’ end of the nascent transcript (rather than the template DNA), and the efficiency of transcript release, as assayed by tether rupture, was measured. The RNA was placed under controlled loads using a modification of the single-molecule RNA-pulling geometry described by (Dalal et al., 2006). To form an RNA tether, a stalled EC with a 29 nt RNA transcript was attached to an avidin-coated bead, and the 5’ end of the nascent RNA was hybridized to a 25 nt complementary single-stranded overhang of a ~3 kb dsDNA ‘handle’ molecule. This handle was attached at its distal end to a second bead, either by a digoxigenin-antibody linkage, or, to sustain larger forces, by a biotin-avidin linkage (Figure 3A). In this assay geometry, applied force can affect RNA folding, movement of the nascent RNA relative to RNAP, movement of the RNA:DNA hybrid relative to RNAP, or some combination of these. With reference to transcriptional motion, we note that pulling the 5’ end of RNA away from RNAP tends to promote forward—that is, transcriptionally downstream—motion of the polymerase molecule along DNA. Thus, the effect of applying force on the RNA is similar to that of applying an assisting load that pulls the upstream end of the DNA away from RNAP (Dalal et al., 2006).

Load-dependent, sequence-specific transcript release was found to occur at the U-tracts for all three terminators; representative records for the his terminator at 30 pN are shown (Figure 3B). Forces greater than ~18 pN are sufficient to remove secondary structure from the nascent RNA (Dalal et al., 2006). At such high forces, the tether extension at which the RNAP reached the terminator site was determined by modeling the elasticity of the system as two elements in series: (1) a dsDNA of fixed length, corresponding to the handle (modeled as a worm-like chain, WLC) (Odijk, 1995), followed by (2) an ssRNA, corresponding to the transcript (modeled as a freely jointed chain, FJC) (Smith et al., 1992), as described (Dalal et al., 2006). To compute the RNA tether length for forces below 18 pN, the nascent transcript was initially extended under high force (20–25 pN) to determine the initial template position and extension rate. The load was subsequently reduced into the measurement range when RNAP reached a position ~150 nm.
upstream of the terminator U-tract. Any reduction in force below \( \sim 18 \) pN causes the apparent extension to decrease, due to the formation of secondary structure in ssRNA (Liphardt et al., 2001). However, by extrapolating the tether length, based on the average rate of extension prior to the reduction in force, we could compute the template position as a function of time (Figure 3C). If termination failed to occur, the force was later increased to 20–25 pN to remeasure the tether length unambiguously and confirm that RNAP had run through the U-tract position.

For each terminator U-tract, the TE increased with load on the RNA (Figures 4A–4C), in accordance with a two-state Boltzmann expression for the t500 and tR2 terminators (\( E_{\text{hybrid}} \)) and tR2 U-tracts indicate that such forces are capable of destabilizing the EC, we next measured the TE for each of the hairpins under our buffer conditions and extrapolating from the extension of the tether immediately prior to the drop in force, we can accurately estimate the template position at which the RNA was released (dotted line). In this record, the extrapolated termination location occurred within \( \pm 50 \) nm of the expected position of the his U-tract (shaded gray area).

Force Biases Folding of the Hairpin

To probe the mechanism by which the complete terminator destabilizes the EC, we next measured the TE for each of the three full terminator sequences as functions of load exerted on the RNA. At forces greater than the hairpin unfolding force, the efficiency of transcript release was indistinguishable from that measured for the corresponding terminator U-tracts alone, as anticipated (Figure 4). Numerical estimates for the hairpin unfolding force, \( F_U \), for each of the hairpins under our buffer conditions were computed (Supplemental Data). The behavior of the complete his terminator above and below this transition point (\( F_U \sim 20 \) pN) is shown (Figure 4A); similar curves were obtained for the t500 and tR2 terminators (\( F_U \sim 22 \) and 15 pN, respectively) (Figures 4B and 4C).

In all three cases, for loads below the hairpin unfolding transition, we observed a monotonic increase in the TE as force was further reduced. Furthermore, for the his and tR2 terminators, the TE at the lowest loads (\( F = 5–10 \) pN) rose to a level significantly greater than the unloaded value measured independently in bulk solution in the identical buffers (Figures 4A and 4C). Tension on the U-tract alone cannot be responsible for such a large increase in TE at low forces, because our results with isolated his and tR2 U-tracts indicate that such forces are capable

\[
\Delta E_{\text{total}} = E_{\text{hybrid}} - \left\{ F \times x_{\text{ssRNA}} (F_d)hybrid - W_{\text{hybrid}} (F, \delta_{\text{hybrid}}) \right\}
\]
of stimulating only a negligible fraction of the overall transcript release (<6 % at 5 pN). Instead, we attributed the dramatic increase in TE to a force-mediated suppression of secondary structure in the transcript. Although weak forces applied to the RNA are incapable of unfolding an energetically stable terminator hairpin, they nevertheless disfavor the cotranscriptional formation of smaller secondary structures (or short hairpins with large loops) (Woodside et al., 2006b).

To test this hypothesis, we measured the TE in bulk solution (F = 0) for all three terminators in the presence of a synthetic oligonucleotide (oligo) complementary to the 56 bp region of the transcript immediately upstream of the terminator hairpin sequence. The transcript immediately upstream of the terminator hairpin sequence at 100 μM oligo, the efficiency for the his terminator increased from 77% to beyond 98% (Figures 4A and S1B). This result suggests that in an unloaded situation, termination at the his terminator invariably occurs once the hairpin has an opportunity to fold properly. For trR2, the addition of 100 μM oligo increased the TE from 30% to 50%, which grew even further for increasing concentrations until saturating at ~65% for ≥ 0.5 mM oligo (Figures 4C and S1C). This dose-dependent effect is not believed to be a consequence of oligo-stimulated transcript release (Santangelo and Roberts, 2004), because another oligo, complementary to a different 56-bp transcript region located farther upstream from the terminator hairpin, did not affect the TE when present at the same concentration level (data not shown). Moreover, oligo-stimulated transcript release has only been observed under limiting NTP conditions, whereas our experiments were conducted at saturating levels (1 mM NTPs).

To model the dependence of the TE with load for forces below FU, we introduced a second term to the expression for ΔEtotal (Equation 4) that accounts for the transition state energy and distance change associated with hairpin folding:

![Figure 4. Force Applied along RNA Affects TE and an Energetic Model of Termination](image-url)

(A–C) Termination efficiency (mean ± SEM) plotted as a function of the load applied between the nascent RNA and RNAP. (A) The complete his terminator (dark blue) and associated U-tract alone (light blue), (B) the complete t500 terminator (dark green) and associated U-tract alone (light green), (C) the complete trR2 terminator (dark red) and associated U-tract alone (light red). For each complete terminator, two values for TE at F = 0 are plotted: the TE determined in bulk solution using a gel-based assay (black filled circles) and the TE measured in the same fashion but in the presence of a complementary oligo that prevents secondary structure from forming in the upstream region (the endogenous TE, shown by the open, colored circle at F = 0). Solid light-colored lines show global fits to Equations 2 and 4; solid dark-colored lines show fits to Equations 2 and 5.

(D) An energy landscape representation of the quantitative model for termination. The TE is determined by the difference, ΔEtotal, between energy barriers to elongation (right) and termination (left). The portion of the landscape depicted in red represents the barrier to termination for terminator U-tracks, which can be modulated by force on the RNA, lowering it by ~F × δhybrid (dotted red line; the exact expression for modulation of this barrier includes corrections for the mechanical properties of ssRNA, not shown here; see Supplemental Data and Equation 4) The inclusion of a hairpin stem lowers the termination barrier by Estem (solid green line). Force on RNA biases against folding of the terminator hairpin, raising the barrier to termination by ~F × δstem (dotted green line). The overall TE is related to ΔEtotal through Equation 2.

(E) Table of global best-fit parameters, obtained by fitting the TE for all three terminators and associated U-tracts at all forces to Equations 2 and 5.
Termination Occurs by Multiple Pathways: Hypertranslocation and Shearing

We found that hindering the forward progress of RNAP using force applied to the DNA had no measurable effect, either upon the TE or upon the release kinetics, at the his and tR2 terminators. This finding immediately places a constraint on the reaction pathway leading to transcript release. Upon encountering an intrinsic terminator, RNAP either reads through the sequence, continues normal elongation, or branches off the elongation pathway, releasing the transcript and template DNA. The insensitivity of termination to force at this branch point therefore implies an irreversible “commitment” step that does not involve additional motion of the enzyme along the DNA. However, if the distance to the transition state for termination (measured along the DNA) were sufficiently small, i.e., the distance subtended by single base pair or less, then we might be unable to modulate the energetic barrier to termination sufficiently to observe a change in TE, even if forward translocation did take place. The forward translocation model proposed a 3–4 bp step, but evidence suggests that this distance could be variable, and may be as small as 1–2 bp (Santangelo and Roberts, 2004). In these experiments, we were able to modulate force on the DNA from 25 pN (assisting load) to −10 pN (hindering load) before either linkage rupture or irreversible backtracking of RNAP occurred, respectively. Over the span of a single dsDNA base pair (0.34 nm), these forces correspond to a modulation of the energy barrier to termination by −2.1–0.8 k_BT. The “endogenous” termination efficiency for the his and t500 terminators, operationally defined here as the unloaded TE measured in bulk solution with oligo-mediated suppression of upstream secondary structures, is very nearly 100% (Figures 4A and 4B). This high value implies that a large hindering force would be required to produce any measurable effect on termination, given a sufficiently small distance parameter. These data alone, therefore, cannot exclude the possibility that we failed to detect a limited amount of forward translocation (on the order of 1 bp or less), but we found no evidence for any larger motions.

Additional lines of evidence argue against even small amounts of forward translocation for the his and tR2 terminators. The endogenous TE for the tR2 terminator is reduced compared to either of the two others, reaching only ~65% (Figure 4C). We found that we could remove the effect of competing secondary structure on tR2—and therefore any need for suppressing oligos—by mutating the 8 bp trR2 terminator loop (which is unstructured) to a smaller, more stable tetraloop (Tuuerk et al., 1988). The tR2-tetraloop terminator yielded the same TE in the presence and absence of complementary oligos (~55%). In a forward translocation scenario, the efficiency of this terminator ought to be strongly modulated by the application of load on the DNA over our experimental range. However, we did not observe any significant change in TE under either assisting (20 pN) or hindering (~10 pN) loads (Figure S2B). We also tested a mutant of the his terminator for evidence of forward translocation. Although the endogenous TE for his is ~100%, changing the closing basepair at the base of the hairpin stem from G:C to A:U reduces the TE to ~90% (Figure 5), allowing a more sensitive measurement of load dependence...
over the accessible force range. The TE of this his mutant was also found to be independent of force applied to the DNA (Figure S2C). Thus, we conclude that forward translocation without nucleotide addition is not a step in termination at the his or tR2 terminators.

Nonetheless, our results suggest that forward translocation does occur at the t500 terminator, much as previously proposed (Santangelo and Roberts, 2004). Although the TE for t500 was independent of load on DNA (Figure 2B), that observation is attributable to its high endogenous TE and an inability to modulate the termination energy barrier over the accessible force range. When we measured the force-dependence for the t500 hairpin stem mutant with a reduced endogenous TE of \( \approx 70\% \), we observed significant force-dependence (Figure 2B), with a distance parameter, \( \delta_{\text{commit}} = 0.49 \pm 0.13 \text{ nm} \) (1.4 bp), corresponding to forward translocation along DNA during the termination commitment step. This displacement is very nearly the same as the distance to the transition state along RNA prior to termination, \( \delta_{\text{hybrid}} = 1.4 \text{ nt} \), obtained by global fits (Figure 4), suggesting that RNA and DNA may move with respect with RNAP, but remain in register during the t500 termination commitment step. We also observed a load-dependent increase in the lifetime of a pretermination delay for the t500 terminator, indicating that additional RNA translocation may be required for transcript release subsequent to the initial commitment step. The characteristic distance for this additional displacement after commitment but prior to release is \( \delta_{\text{release}} = 0.52 \pm 0.10 \text{ nm} \) (1.5 bp). Together, the magnitudes of \( \delta_{\text{commit}} \) plus \( \delta_{\text{release}} \) (2.9 bp) are consistent with the 2-4 bp forward translocation movement postulated for the t500 terminator by (Santangelo and Roberts, 2004).

The sensitivity of t500 transcript release kinetics to load, and the force-dependence of the t500 stem mutant, contrast sharply with the comparative insensitivity of both the his and tR2 terminators and mutants, suggesting that hypertranslocation may not be a general phenomena: different mechanisms may hold for different intrinsic terminators, depending on the composition of their U-tracts. For his and tR2 terminators, where the U-tract consists of a perfect stretch of uridines or has a single adenosine interruption at the 6th hybrid position, respectively, the transcript may simply slide past the DNA (i.e., hybrid “shear”) during release, precluding any need for hypertranslocation (Toulkohon and Landick, 2003). Since during shearing, the RNA moves independently of the remainder of the EC at weak hybrid positions, any dependence on forces placed on the DNA would be eliminated. Conversely, the t500 terminator U-tract, which carries two interruptions, may require forward translocation to fully release the transcript. In support of this notion, previous biochemical investigations reported that the efficiencies of terminators with U-tracts containing large numbers of nonuridine interruptions are dependent on the energetic stability of downstream DNA (Reynolds and Chamberlin, 1992), consistent with a forward translocation mechanism, where such downstream base pairs must be broken prior to transcript release. However, the efficiency at a terminator with a perfect U-tract was found to be independent of the downstream DNA sequence, consistent with a mechanism that does not require forward translocation. Further studies of terminators with different U-tracts should help determine whether a need for hypertranslocation is dictated by the particular sequence of the RNA:DNA hybrid at termination, and what hybrid positions may be critical to maintaining stability.

**U-Tract Lowers Mechanical Stability of the Hybrid**

We observed sequence-specific transcript release at all three terminator U-tracts with loads applied to the nascent RNA. In the absence of RNAP, 8–9 bp U-tracts are not predicted to form stable RNA:DNA duplexes at room temperature. The fact that significant loads placed on the RNA are required to stimulate transcript release from the EC therefore reflects significant stabilization of such hybrids inside RNAP. The force-dependent release was fit by a single distance parameter, \( \delta_{\text{hybrid}} = 0.8 \pm 0.1 \text{ nm} \), consistent with a 1.4 nt displacement of ssRNA relative to the EC. Had the RNA had remained in register with the DNA during the release event, we would have expected a dependence on the force applied to the RNA as well, contrary to observation. However, the expected distance parameter would be smaller, because a displacement by one base of dsDNA moves RNAP just 0.34 nm (Abbondanzieri et al., 2005), lengthening the dumbbell DNA tether by this same amount. The smaller distance produced by a single-base translocation in a DNA-pulling assay (compared to a RNA-pulling assay) decreases the energetic effect of force applied to DNA by roughly 50% relative to loads on the RNA. However, when 25 pN of load was applied to DNA (equivalent to applying \( \approx 14 \text{ pN} \) in the RNA-pulling assay, for which an increase in TE was observed), we did not detect releases beyond background levels at the his U-tract (Figures 2A and S2D). These observations suggest that RNA moves independently of DNA as it is extracted from the EC.

A mechanism consistent with our results is that the rate-limiting step for transcript release at the his and tR2 terminators involves a small, \( \approx 1 \text{ nt} \) shearing motion, during which the transcript moves out-of-register with the DNA template, shortening the hybrid by 1 bp. In this model, the transition state to hybrid shearing constitutes the highest energy barrier in the pathway of termination, and leads to blockage of further transcriptional elongation by removing the 3’ end of the RNA transcript from the RNAP active site.

An alternative termination mechanism, equally consistent with our measured value of \( \delta_{\text{hybrid}} \), postulates that RNAP commits to termination when several upstream bases (i.e., bases distal from the active site) of the RNA:DNA hybrid melt (unpair) without shearing. This mechanism finds some support from previous studies, which found that shortening the upstream end of the hybrid by several base pairs significantly destabilizes the EC (Gusarov and Nuclier, 1999; Komissarova et al., 2002). If 2-3 upstream RNA hybrid nucleotides were to unpair from the template, the released bases would subsequently stretch, causing the interphase distance to increase from that of dsDNA (\( \approx 0.34 \text{ nm} \)) to that of ssRNA (\( \approx 0.4-0.6 \text{ nm} \), depending upon the force applied), leading to a distance change roughly consistent with our measured value for \( \delta_{\text{hybrid}} \). The melting mechanism involves only the 2-3 most upstream bases of the hybrid, however, and therefore—unlike the shearing mechanism—it cannot readily explain the range of load-dependent stabilities \( E_{\text{hybrid}} \) observed for the different U-tracts, because the terminators studied here all contain identical rU:dA bases at the
remaining downstream positions. A hybrid shearing mechanism induced by terminator hairpin closure is therefore the most parsimonious explanation for our current findings, but alternative models are not excluded. However, any such models would have to be shown to be quantitatively, as well as qualitatively, consistent with the data here for termination efficiencies under load.

The perfect U-tract of the his terminator had the lowest measured stability, $2.7 \pm 0.3 k_BT$, and was also the easiest to extract by force. It is computed to form the weakest duplex: $-4 k_BT$, based on nearest-neighbor interaction energies (Sugimoto et al., 1995). Furthermore, shearing across a perfect U-tract by one base maintains the canonical base-pair interactions within the core of the hybrid, reducing the energetic cost of such a motion. For the interrupted t500 and tR2 U-tracks, however, $E_{hyp}$ did not correlate well with thermodynamic stability of the duplex. This result is not unexpected because the energy required to remove RNA from the enzyme is not merely a function of this stability, but also of the extensive energetic contacts made between the duplex and the protein. The tR2 U-tract, which has a single adenosine interruption, had the largest $E_{hyp}$ ($4.3 \pm 0.5 k_BT$) but a computed stability of $-5 k_BT$, similar to that of the his U-tract. The t500 U-tract had an intermediate $E_{hyp}$ ($3.6 \pm 0.4 k_BT$), but the greatest duplex stability, $-10 k_BT$. We note, however, that hypertranslocation at the t500 terminator shorts the hybrid prior to shearing, thereby avoiding the energetic cost of breaking the two stable G:C pairs interrupting the U-tract. This hypertranslocation lowers the energetic cost of RNA extraction compared to a pure shearing mechanism.

**Generalized Attenuation and a Quantitative Model for Termination**

We sought to measure the energy of terminator hairpin formation, $E_{stem}$, which is postulated to aid in overcoming the energy barrier against RNA-DNA hybrid disruption, $E_{hyp}$. Ultimately leading to transcript release. To do so, we exerted forces on the RNA as RNAP transcribed complete hairpin terminator sequences (his, t500, and tR2) and measured the change in TE with load (Figure 4).

For forces beyond the hairpin unfolding force, $F_U$, the efficiency of transcript release for each of the three terminators was indistinguishable from that observed for the corresponding U-tract alone under identical loads. This suggests that mechanical denaturation of the terminator hairpin under force is equivalent to a mutagenic deletion of the hairpin stem, and that transcript release at higher forces is a direct consequence of mechanical disruption of the RNA-DNA duplex, presumably through RNA shearing (for his and tR2) or forward translocation (for t500), as discussed.

For forces below $F_U$, the TE increased monotonically with reduction in the applied load, rising to match the endogenous TE at $F = 0$. The maximal value attained by the TE was greater than that measured in bulk solution by traditional means, in the absence of any suppression of competing secondary structure by complementary oligos. The important role played by upstream RNA secondary structure has been underscored in extensive studies of transcriptional attenuation, where the nascent transcript forms one of two alternative hairpin structures that determine whether RNAP continues or terminates transcription (Yanofsky, 2000). In our studies, the three terminator sequences were inserted into a region of the rpoB gene devoid of known regulatory elements that might form large secondary structures and thereby block terminator formation. However, even in the absence of any specific ‘antiterminator’ sequences (such as those found in the attenuator regions of the trp and his operons), we observed a large effect of upstream sequence on terminator efficiency. Our results imply a general mode of transcriptional attenuation, in which nonspecific secondary structure forms in the upstream RNA with sufficient frequency and stability to limit the formation of terminator hairpins. This generalized attenuation mechanism supplies an alternative explanation for why an inverse correlation exists between elongation rate and TE (McDowell et al., 1994), and why pausing at the U-tract may be important for termination (Gusarov and Nuñer, 1999). Assuming that the formation of upstream secondary structure—which is synthesized first—is favored kinetically, but not thermodynamically, then either a reduction in elongation rate or pausing at a U-tract would facilitate greater equilibration among competing structures in the RNA, favoring formation of the more stable terminator hairpin, and thereby increasing the efficiency. An immediate implication of this kinetic competition is that the efficiency achieved by a given terminator is not merely an intrinsic property of the sequence of the hairpin and U-tract, but depends also on the context of the upstream sequence in a given gene.

The dependence of TE on force below $F_U$ could be fit by a characteristic distance parameter, $F_{stem} = 2.4 \pm 0.2$ nm, equivalent to a contour-length change of $-4$ nt of ssRNA, and consistent with the displacement necessary to pair several nucleotides at the base of the hairpin stem. The global fit to our data also yielded two folding energies, $E_{stem}$: one for the his and t500 terminators, and the other for the tR2 terminator (Figure 4E). The folding energy for t500 and his is slightly higher than for tR2, (6.6 versus 5.3 $k_BT$), and the difference ($-1.3 k_BT$) is consistent with the difference in energy for pairing the last few bases of the hairpin stems, as predicted by MFOLD (Zuker, 2003). Taken together, these findings suggest that formation of the final 3-4 bp in the hairpin stem provides the energy necessary for hybrid disruption. The importance of these bases in termination is further supported by bulk measurements of TE for mutated tR2 terminators. Mutations that weaken the base of the hairpin stem strongly reduce the TE, whereas hairpin-stabilizing mutations that do not change the base of the stem have no discernable effect, in general agreement with other mutational studies of the tR2 terminator (data not shown) (Cheng et al., 1991; Wilson and von Hippel, 1995).

Using Equations 2 and 5 at $F = 0$ in conjunction with a value for the energy associated with the final base pairs of the hairpin stem returned by MFOLD, we can predict the TE for several terminator variants. We mutated the terminal G:C pair in each hairpin stem to a weaker U:A pair (Figure 5) and measured the endogenous TE (i.e., the bulk TE in the presence of a complementary oligo). To estimate $E_{stem}$ for the variant, we subtracted the change in thermodynamic energy for the formation of the final four bases produced by the mutation, computed by MFOLD, from the $E_{stem}$ value of the original terminator. We used the same value for $E_{hyp}$ because the duplex-forming sequences
for the terminator and its variant are identical. The predictions were in excellent agreement with the measured bulk TE values (Figure 5). We were also able to predict the TE for a chimeric construct in which the tR2 hairpin was paired with the perfect U-tract of the his terminator.

Taken all together, our findings paint a consistent picture of the intrinsic termination pathway (Figure 6). Upon reaching a termination sequence, secondary structure formed in the upstream RNA can prevent the terminator hairpin from folding in some fraction of cases, causing RNAP to read directly through the terminator. The misfolded fraction is governed by the exact sequence of upstream RNA, as well as by the composition and length of the terminator hairpin (Supplemental Data). Hairpin misfolding is likely to represent the major determinant of efficiency for a number of terminators, including his and tR2. For those cases where the terminator hairpin folds properly, the TE will be governed by a balance between the energetic barriers to termination and elongation, which is largely controlled by the sequence of the U-rich tract. Pairing of the terminal bases in the hairpin stem then provides a second energetic component that biases the outcome by lowering the barrier against termination, stabilizing a transition-state intermediate that likely involves shearing the RNA out of register with the template DNA (for his and tR2) or forward translocation (for t500), or both. We suggest that forward translocation is likely to occur whenever such motion incurs a smaller energetic penalty than simply shearing the hybrid. In the case of the t500 terminator, a second translocation motion of 1.5 bp is subsequently required for complete EC dissociation. The ability of the simple model presented here to explain multiple aspects of termination, including its overall efficiency, the effects of load on DNA and RNA, and the consequences of several mutations, suggests that the termination process is predominantly governed by energetic considerations that relate to hairpin closure and hybrid stability. Such energetic considerations do not preclude a further role for enzyme allostery, however, particularly in triggering the release of DNA and RNA, which take place concomitant with the cessation of elongation. The modularity of these energetic components—one moderately stabilizing component, determined by the U-tract hybrid, and one destabilizing component, supplied by hairpin stem closure—allows Nature to tune the termination efficiency over a wide range.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Experimental Assays

Sample preparation for the DNA-pulling assays was performed as described (Abbondanzieri et al., 2005). For the RNA-pulling assays, the nascent RNA was placed under tension using a 3057 bp DNA handle with a 25 nt ssDNA overhang complementary to the nascent RNA of the stalled ECs. The DNA handle was created by autosticky PCR of the M13mp18 plasmid, as described previously (Dalal et al., 2006; Lang et al., 2004). This handle was attached to a polystyrene bead, either through a digoxigenin-antibody linkage, or via a biotin-avidin linkage. To achieve the dual biotin-avidin attachment chemistry, stalled ECs were incubated at a 2:1 ratio with 730 nm avidin-coated beads, whereas the sticky DNA handle (used to bind the nascent RNA) was incubated at 100-fold molar excess with 600 nm beads for one hour at room temperature. After this initial incubation, the beads mixed with handle DNA were washed, combined with the beads previously mixed with stalled ECs, and incubated again for 90 min. For some experiments, the bead sizes

Figure 6. Model of the Termination Pathway

The pathways to termination or transcriptional run-through for the his, t500, and tR2 terminators. Upon reaching an intrinsic terminator, a fraction of terminators hairpins fail to fold due to kinetic competition with upstream secondary structure, resulting in run-through. For the fraction that fold, the subsequent decision to terminate is set by a competition between the energy barriers for termination and elongation (Figure 4D). The his and t500 terminators are energetically biased to terminate with high probability once the hairpin folds, whereas the tR2 terminator terminates only ~65% of the time. Once the decision to terminate is made, the his and tR2 terminators terminate without forward translocation, likely by a shearing motion of the RNA:DNA hybrid through ~1.4 bp. At the t500 terminator, RNAP first forward translocates by ~1.4 bp along DNA to reach a state that is committed to termination (the 3’ end of the transcript has been removed from the RNAP active-site, blocking further elongation). The existence of this committed intermediate leads to a terminal dwell prior to termination. A second translocation step of ~1.5 bp is required for complete complex dissociation.
incubated with the handle and ECs were reversed to improve surface interactions between RNAP dumbbells and the coverglass surface.

An oxygen-scavenger system, consisting of 40 U/mL glucose oxidase (Calbiochem), 185 U/mL catalase (Sigma), and 8.3 mg/mL glucose (Sigma) in transcription buffer (50 mM HEPES [pH 8.0], 130 mM KCl, 4 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mM EDTA, 0.1 mM DTT) was used to reduce damage to the EC from oxygen radicals created by the optical trap (Neuman et al., 1999). To remove RNase contamination, glucose oxidase was FPLC-purified (GE Healthcare, AKTA) using a Superdex 200 10/300 GL size-exclusion column (GE Healthcare), and the concentration measured on a UV/Vis spectrometer (PerkinElmer, Lambda 40). The transcription buffer and oxygen-scavenger components were tested for RNase activity using the Ambion RNaseAlert Lab Test Kit. An RNase inhibitor (Superase In, Ambion) was added at a concentration of 0.3 U/µL to further protect against RNase cleavage.

Data Collection and Analysis

Data were collected using the apparatus described previously (Abbondanzieri et al., 2005). Force was applied either through an active feedback method (Abbondanzieri et al., 2005), or by using a passive, all-optical force clamp (Greenleaf et al., 2005). We estimate the uncertainty in force due to calibration errors and bead size variations at 10%–20%. Position data were acquired at 2 kHz using custom software (Labview), filtered at 1 kHz by an 8 pole low-pass Bessel filter, and analyzed using custom software (Igor Pro). Tether lengths for the DNA-pulling assay were calculated using methods described in (Abbondanzieri et al., 2005); tether lengths for the RNA-pulling assay were calculated using methods described in (Dalal et al., 2006).

Termination events in the single-molecule assay were signaled by tether rupture within ±40 nm of the expected terminator position for the DNA-pulling assay, and ±50 nm of the expected position for the RNA-pulling assay, because RNA-pulling records exhibit more noise, due to the larger compliance of ssRNA (Dalal et al., 2006). Statistical uncertainties in Figures 2A, 2B, and 2C have been additionally smoothed using a 100-point boxcar filter.

Bulk Termination Assays

All terminator sequences were inserted into a site in the rpoB gene following the T7A1 promoter. Bulk measurements of TE were carried out in the presence of 1 mM NTPs and allowed to proceed for 20-25 min in the same transcription buffer used for single-molecule assays. For complementary oligonucleotide disruption experiments, a 56 nt oligo was diluted in transcription buffer and added prior to the addition of NTPs. For all templates, terminated transcripts were separated from run-through transcripts by more than 2.3 kbp, producing two clearly resolvable bands. The TE was determined by quantifying the intensity of the termination and run-through bands using image analysis routines (Igor Pro).

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA

Supplemental Data include Supplemental Experimental Procedures and three figures and can be found with this article online at http://www.cell.com/cgi/content/full/132/6/971/DC1/.
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